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Perceptual decision making is an active process where animals move their sense organs to ϱϵ
extract task-relevant information.  To investigate how the brain translates sensory input into ϲϬ
decisions during active sensation, we developed a mouse active touch task where the ϲϭ
mechanosensory input can be precisely measured and that challenges animals to use ϲϮ
multiple mechanosensory cues. Male mice were trained to localise a pole using a single ϲϯ
whisker and to report their decision by selecting one of three choices.  Using high-speed ϲϰ
imaging and machine vision we estimated whisker-object mechanical forces at millisecond ϲϱ
resolution. Mice solved the task by a sensory-motor strategy where both the strength and ϲϲ
direction of whisker bending were informative cues to pole location.  We found competing ϲϳ
influences of immediate sensory input and choice memory on mouse choice.  On correct ϲϴ
trials, choice could be predicted from the direction and strength of whisker bending, but not ϲϵ
from previous choice.  In contrast, on error trials, choice could be predicted from previous ϳϬ
choice but not from whisker bending.  This study shows that animal choices during active ϳϭ
tactile decision making can be predicted from mechanosenory and choice-memory signals; ϳϮ






Due to the difficulty of measuring the sensory input to moving sense organs, active ϳϳ
perceptual decision making remains poorly understood. The whisker system provides a way ϳϴ
forward since it is now possible to measure the mechanical forces due to whisker-object ϳϵ
contact during behaviour.  Here we train mice in a novel behavioural task that challenges ϴϬ
them to use rich mechanosensory cues, but can be performed using one whisker and ϴϭ
enables task-relevant mechanical forces to be precisely estimated.  This approach enables ϴϮ
rigorous study of how sensory cues translate into action during active, perceptual decision ϴϯ
making. Our findings provide new insight into active touch and how sensory/internal ϴϰ






Perceptual decision making (Romo and Salinas, 2003; Cohen and Newsome, 2004; Gold ϴϵ
and Shadlen, 2007; Carandini and Churchland, 2013; Diamond and Arabzadeh, 2013; ϵϬ
Svoboda and Li, 2018) is an active process where a movement of the sense organs ± e.g., ϵϭ
eyes, ears, nose, fingers or whiskers ± is crucial to extract task-relevant information ϵϮ
(Gibson, 1962; Yarbus, 1967; Youngentob et al., 1987; Jordan et al., 2018). Our ϵϯ
understanding of how the brain translates sensory signals into decisions during active ϵϰ
sensation has been held back by the experimental difficulty of measuring sensory input to a ϵϱ
moving sense organ.  However, new approaches developed for the mouse whisker system ϵϲ
provide a way forward 2¶&RQQRUHWDOE+LUHVHWDO3HURQHWDOϵϳ
2015a; Yu et al., 2016).  Here, we describe a new tactile task for mice that permits precise ϵϴ
monitoring of sensory input during active, perceptual decision making, and thereby ϵϵ
identifies specific mechanosensory and choice-memory signals that predict the DQLPDOV¶ϭϬϬ
choices. ϭϬϭ
Rats and mice explore objects by probing them with back-and-forth movements of their ϭϬϮ
whiskers µZKLVNLQJ¶Vincent, 1912; Welker, 1964),  and can solve a wide range of tasks ϭϬϯ
in this way +XWVRQDQG0DVWHUWRQ*XLü-Robles et al., 1989; Carvell and Simons, ϭϬϰ
1990; Krupa et al., 2001; Polley et al., 2005; Anjum et al., 2006; Knutsen et al., 2006; ϭϬϱ
Mehta et al., 2007; Favaro et al., 2011; Sofroniew et al., 2014; Fassihi et al., 2014a; Bale et ϭϬϲ
al., 2017; Nikbakht et al., 2018; Evans et al., 2018).  Contact causes whiskers to bend and ϭϬϳ
WKHDVVRFLDWHGWRUTXHµEHQGLQJPRPHQW¶LVDPDMRUGULYHURIVSLNHVILUHGE\Primary ϭϬϴ
Whisker Neurons (PWN) located in the Trigeminal Ganglion (Bush et al., 2016; ϭϬϵ
Campagner et al., 2016; Severson et al., 2017, reviewed by Campagner et al., 2017). ϭϭϬ
ϳ

However, how such mechanosensory cues translate into perceptual decisions is not fully ϭϭϭ
understood. ϭϭϮ
Recently, high-speed imaging and machine vision methods have been developed, which ϭϭϯ
make it possible to measure whisker-object forces in behaving animals (Birdwell et al., ϭϭϰ
2¶&RQQRUHWDOD&ODFNet al., 2012; Pammer et al., 2013; reviewed by ϭϭϱ
Campagner et al., 2017).  A head-fixed mouse paradigm, where animals are trained to ϭϭϲ
localise a vertical pole with their whiskers, is advantageous. Head-fixation permits whisker ϭϭϳ
movement and whisker shape to be imaged at high spatiotemporal resolution. The curvature ϭϭϴ
of a whisker bending against a vertical pole can be measured, allowing whisker-object ϭϭϵ
contacts, and associated mechanical forces, to be precisely estimated. Previous studies have ϭϮϬ
used two-choice tasks where animals are trained to report anterior-posterior or medial-ϭϮϭ
lateral pole location by licking 2¶&RQQRUHWDOD3DPPHUHWDO*XRHWDOϭϮϮ
2014b).  Mice solve the anterior-posterior task by learning to focus their whisking on one of ϭϮϯ
the pole locations.  In this way, the strength and number of touches allows mice to ϭϮϰ
discriminate pole location 2¶&RQQRUHWDODE.  However, it remains ϭϮϱ
unclear how rodents solve active touch tasks under conditions when these elementary cues ϭϮϲ
are insufficient.  Here, we developed a novel, three-choice pole localisation task, where the ϭϮϳ
mechanosensory input guiding decision-making can be precisely measured, and that ϭϮϴ
challenges mice to use cues beyond the strength and number of touches.  We identified key ϭϮϵ
mechanosensory cues and discovered that these cues, in conjunction with an internal signal ϭϯϬ





MATERIALS AND METHODS ϭϯϰ
All experimental protocols described in this section were approved by both United ϭϯϱ
Kingdom Home Office national authorities and institutional ethical review. ϭϯϲ
Surgical procedure and water restriction ϭϯϳ
Mice (C57; males; N=5; 6 weeks at time of implant) were implanted with a titanium head-ϭϯϴ
bar as detailed in (Campagner et al., 2016). After surgery, mice were left to recover for at ϭϯϵ
least 5 days before starting water restriction (1.5 ml water/day). Training began 7-10 days ϭϰϬ
after the start of water restriction.  ϭϰϭ
Behavioural apparatus ϭϰϮ
Mice were trained in a dark, sound-proofed enclosure adapted from 2¶&RQQRU HW DOϭϰϯ
(2010a) and Campagner et al. (2016). Briefly, a head-fixed mouse was placed inside a ϭϰϰ
Perspex tube, from which its head emerged at one end. The stimulus object was a 1.59 mm ϭϰϱ
diameter, vertical metal pole which could be translated parallel to the anterior-posterior axis ϭϰϲ
of the mouse by a linear stepper motor (NA08B30, Zaber, Vancouver, Canada). To allow ϭϰϳ
vertical movement of the pole into and out of range of the whiskers, the pole was mounted ϭϰϴ
on a pneumatic linear slide (SLS-10-30-P-A, Festo, Northampton, UK), powered by ϭϰϵ
compressed air. The apparatus was controlled from MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., ϭϱϬ
Natick, Massachusetts, United States) via a real-time processor (RX8, TDT, Alachua, FL). ϭϱϭ
Mouse response was monitored by two lick ports located anterior to the mouth. Licks were ϭϱϮ
detected as described in 2¶&RQQRUHWDOD (Fig. 1 A and B). Each lick port consisted ϭϱϯ
of a metal tube connected to a water reservoir via a computer-controlled solenoid valve ϭϱϰ
ϵ

(LHDA1233215H, Lee Company). Lick port position was monitored using an infrared ϭϱϱ
camera (N08CX- Sentient) and adjusted using a micromanipulator.  ϭϱϲ
Behavioural task ϭϱϳ
Head-fixed mice were trained to locate a metal pole using their whiskers and to report its ϭϱϴ
position by licking (Fig. 1 B). On each trial, the pole was presented in one of three anterior-ϭϱϵ
posterior locations (posterior, middle and anterior). On trials where the pole was middle or ϭϲϬ
SRVWHULRUµJROHIWORFDWLRQ¶RUµJRULJKWORFDWLRQ¶WKHFRUUHFWUHVSRQVHZDVIRUWKHPRXVHϭϲϭ
to lick one of the two lick ports.  Correct responses were rewarded by a drop of water ϭϲϮ
~1ȝO. In 3 cases (mice 32, 33 and 34), animals were rewarded for licking at the right lick ϭϲϯ
port when the pole was posterior, and for licking at the left lick port when the pole was ϭϲϰ
middle. In 2 other cases (mice 36 and 38), the contingency was reversed. Incorrect ϭϲϱ
responses on go left/right trials (licking the wrong side or not licking at all) were punished ϭϲϲ
by timeout (Fig.  % KRXUJODVV V\PERO 2Q WULDOV ZKHUH WKH SROH ZDV DQWHULRU µQR JRϭϲϳ
ORFDWLRQ¶ WKHFRUUHFW UHVSRQVHZDV WR UHIUDLQ IURP OLFNLQJ ,QFRUUHFW UHVSRQVHVRQQRJRϭϲϴ
trials (licking) were punished by timeout and tone (frequency 1 kHz; Fig. 1 B, speaker ϭϲϵ
symbol).   ϭϳϬ
Trial structure ϭϳϭ
Each trial started with the pole in its down position, out of reach of the whiskers (Fig 1 A, ϭϳϮ
right panel).  /LFNVGXULQJWKLVHSRFKZHUHLJQRUHG 7KHQDWµSROHRQVHW¶ WKHSQHXPDWLFϭϳϯ
valve opened, causing the pole to move up within reach of the whiskers (pole travel time ϭϳϰ
~0.15 s).  As in related previous studies, during training, the sound caused by opening of ϭϳϱ
the valve tended to trigger reflexive licks, unrelated to mouse choice 2¶&RQQRU HW DOϭϳϲ
ϭϬ

2010a; Guo et al., 2014b).  To exclude these, for a short µJUDFHHSRFK¶ following pole onset ϭϳϳ
(typically 0.5 s for the full task, defined below) licks were ignored. ϭϳϴ
The grace epoch was immediately followed by a µUHVSRQVHepoch¶During this time period ϭϳϵ
mouse licking could control water delivery (typical duration 2 s for the full task). If, during ϭϴϬ
the response epoch of a go trial, a mouse licked the correct lick port, the first lick triggered ϭϴϭ
the onset of a drink epoch: the water valve opened, making a drop of water available at the ϭϴϮ
lick port. Drink epoch duration varied over the course of training (typically 0.5-2 s). At the ϭϴϯ
end of the µdrink epoch, the pneumatic valve closed, causing the pole to move back to its ϭϴϰ
down position, and the trial terminated (Fig. 1 A, right panel).  If, during the response ϭϴϱ
epoch, a mouse did not lick or licked the incorrect lick port, it was punished by a µWLPHRXWϭϴϲ
HSRFK¶ (typically 2-10 s). If, during the response epoch of a no go trial, a mouse did not ϭϴϳ
lick, the trial was terminated at the end of the response epoch, causing the pole to return ϭϴϴ
back to its down position. If, instead, the mouse licked one of the lick ports, there was a ϭϴϵ
timeout epoch, at the end of which the pole returned to its down position.  ϭϵϬ
Training protocols  ϭϵϭ
The mouse training process was divided into successive protocols of increasing complexity, ϭϵϮ
following 2¶&RQQRUHWDOD*XRHWDOE. Transition from one protocol to the ϭϵϯ
next was performed only if the mouse showed stable performance (~70%) on at least two ϭϵϰ
consecutive days (see Fig. 2 A). The typical sequence of training protocols was as follows: ϭϵϱ
1) Lick. First, mice were trained to associate whisker-pole contact with availability of water ϭϵϲ
from the lick ports. Whenever the pole moved up into one of the two go locations, a drop of ϭϵϳ
ϭϭ

water was delivered. After a few trials, mice started to lick in response to the pole ϭϵϴ
movement, triggering water delivery via the lick sensor. ϭϵϵ
2) Go – no go. Next, mice were trained to lick selectively based on pole location.  On each ϮϬϬ
trial, the pole was presented in one of two alternative locations: the posterior go location or ϮϬϭ
the anterior no go location. Only one lick port was within reach. The mouse was rewarded ϮϬϮ
for licking when the pole was presented in the go location. The mouse was punished (by ϮϬϯ
timeout) for both false alarms (licking on no go trials) and misses (not licking on go trials). ϮϬϰ
When the mouse reached stable performance (~70% correct performance) with its full ϮϬϱ
whisker array, all whiskers except for C row were trimmed to fur level. This whisker ϮϬϲ
configuration was maintained by repeated re-trimming over the successive days/weeks. If ϮϬϳ
trimming caused a drop in mouse performance, training continued with a single row of ϮϬϴ
whiskers in the same protocol used before trimming, until performance returned to its pre-ϮϬϵ
trimming level. ϮϭϬ
3) Lick left-lick right. Next, mice were trained to lick to a specific lick port based on pole Ϯϭϭ
location.  On each trial, the pole was presented in one of two alternative go locations: the ϮϭϮ
posterior go location or the middle go location. Each pole location was designated a lick Ϯϭϯ
port (e.g., posterior with right lick port and middle with left).  On presentation of the pole, Ϯϭϰ
the mouse was rewarded if it licked the designated lick port. The mouse was punished by Ϯϭϱ
timeout if it either licked the non-designated lick port or failed to lick.  Ϯϭϲ
4) Lick left-lick right-no lick. Finally, mice were trained on the complete task µIXOOWDVN¶, Ϯϭϳ
involving three pole locations (posterior, middle and anterior) and three behavioural Ϯϭϴ
responses (lick left, lick right and do not lick). Once performance reached ~70% correct, all Ϯϭϵ
ϭϮ

whiskers except one (C1 or C2) were trimmed to the level of the fur (with retrimming as ϮϮϬ
necessary). ϮϮϭ
On each protocol, from go ± no go onwards, mice were first trained with trials in blocks of ϮϮϮ
the same type (µ2Q SROLF\¶) and subsequently with trials in a pseudo-random sequence ϮϮϯ
(µ$%SROLF\¶):  ϮϮϰ
On policy: Here, trials were presented in blocks of the same pole location. The pole ϮϮϱ
location was changed only once the mouse performed a criterion number of consecutive ϮϮϲ
trials (typically 3-8) correctly.  ϮϮϳ
Antibias (AB) policy: Here, the type of each trial was determined randomly, subject to the ϮϮϴ
constraint that runs of the same pole location were limited to a maximum (typically 3). We ϮϮϵ
either used the same probability for each trial type (most sessions) or the same probability ϮϯϬ
for go and no go trials. During early training, probabilities could be adjusted in order to Ϯϯϭ
correct mouse bias.  ϮϯϮ
During a typical training session in the full task, a few trials at the beginning of the session Ϯϯϯ
were delivered using the On policy before switching to the AB policy (Fig. 2 A).   Ϯϯϰ
High-speed whisker imaging Ϯϯϱ
Whiskers were imaged as described in 2¶&RQQRUHWDOD and Campagner et al., 2016. Ϯϯϲ
Briefly, whiskers ipsilateral to the pole were illuminated from below using an infrared (940 Ϯϯϳ
nm) LED array: infrared illumination was used to avoid visual cues to pole location. Ϯϯϴ
Whiskers were imaged in the horizontal plane using a high-speed camera (1000 frames/s, Ϯϯϵ




Whisker tracking and touch detection ϮϰϮ
The large number of trials and sessions imaged necessitated automatic whisker tracking Ϯϰϯ
requiring minimal user intervention. In this study, we only tracked those sessions in which Ϯϰϰ
the mice performed the task at criterion with a single whisker (ca 107 frames). To extract Ϯϰϱ
whisker position/shape from the high-speed imaging data, we first applied the µ:KLVN¶Ϯϰϲ
whisker tracker (Clack et al., 2012). The tracker output was then checked by an automated Ϯϰϳ
quality-control program to identify misclassified or poorly tracked video frames, based on Ϯϰϴ
expected whisker length and location within the image. Ϯϰϵ
To avoid whisker tracking errors close to the face due to fur and whisker pad movement, ϮϱϬ
we used, following Pammer et al. (2013), a face-fur mask. The mask was the mouse snout Ϯϱϭ
contour (Bale et al 2015) translated 30 pixels away from the snout border. Whisker bending ϮϱϮ
(curvature) and whisker position (whisker angle) were computed at the intersection of the Ϯϱϯ
whisker and the mask by fitting a quadratic curve to a segment of the tracked whisker distal Ϯϱϰ
to the mask. Whisker angle was defined as the angle of the tangent to the whisker (at the Ϯϱϱ
intersection) with respect to the anterior-posterior axis of the mouse (0o corresponded to the Ϯϱϲ
anterior-posterior axis in the nose to tail direction). Ϯϱϳ
In order to detect the onset and offset times of whisker-pole contact with millisecond Ϯϱϴ
accuracy, we developed a semi-automatic touch detection GUI (Graphical User Interface). Ϯϱϵ
Pole location in each video frame was determined by convolution with a circular pole ϮϲϬ
template. The minimum distance between pole centre and tracked whisker was calculated Ϯϲϭ
in each frame and putative touches identified as when this distance was lower than a user-ϮϲϮ
defined threshold. The user then used the GUI to confirm putative touches and to curate Ϯϲϯ
their timing to frame-rate precision. In this way, we identified 'touch episodes' on each trial, Ϯϲϰ
ϭϰ

where each touch episode was a continuous sequence of frames, each having a confirmed Ϯϲϱ
touch. On each trial, the first touch was classified as protraction or retraction based on the Ϯϲϲ
phase of the Hilbert transform of the whisker angle time series (Kleinfeld and Deschênes, Ϯϲϳ
2011) and manual curation. During touch curation, whisker tracking output was also Ϯϲϴ
visually inspected. For a subset RI WKH GDWD Â5 frames), we detected and classified as Ϯϲϵ
protraction or retraction all touches in every trial. ϮϳϬ
If a frame failed the above quality-control procedure, that frame was classified as Ϯϳϭ
µGURSSHG¶,IGURSSHGIUDPHVRFFXUUHGGXULQJWKHILUVWWRXFKWKDWWULDOZDVHLWKHUre-tracked ϮϳϮ
or discarded. Curvature/angle of occasional, isolated dropped frames was corrected by Ϯϳϯ
interpolation of values from adjacent frames. Ϯϳϰ
Behavioural and imaging data analysis Ϯϳϱ
Quantification of learning time and asymptotic performance of mice Ϯϳϲ
In this study, PRXVHSHUIRUPDQFHµWDVNSHUIRUPDQFH¶ZDVTXDQWLILHGDVWKHSURSRUWLRQRIϮϳϳ
trials on which mouse choice was correct during a session. We considered only AB trials of Ϯϳϴ
single whisker sessions in which the mouse was performing the full task, and compared the Ϯϳϵ
actual performance to that expected if the mouse responded randomly. To this end, we ϮϴϬ
shuffled the pole location sequence with respect to the mouse choice sequence and Ϯϴϭ
computed the proportion of correct trials. By repeating this procedure 10000 times, we ϮϴϮ
estimated the mean and 95% confidence interval on task performance attributable to Ϯϴϯ
chance. We considered a mouse to have learned the task when performance exceeded the Ϯϴϰ
95% chance confidence interval on three consecutive sessions. We defined asymptotic Ϯϴϱ
performance as the performance averaged over eight consecutive, above-chance sessions as Ϯϴϲ
ϭϱ

close as possible to the end of training (mice 32, 36 and 38) or just before second whisker Ϯϴϳ
trimming (mice 33 and 34; Fig. 2 A).  Ϯϴϴ
Analysis of whisker movement  Ϯϴϵ
In order to quantify whisker movement during the task, we computed whisking amplitude ϮϵϬ
from whisker angle as detailed in Campagner et al. (2016). Ϯϵϭ
Classifiers: input and output variables  ϮϵϮ
In order to quantify how well a set of one or more µSUHGLFWRUvariables¶ (sensory variables Ϯϵϯ
such as bending moment magnitude and variables reflecting choices on previous trials) Ϯϵϰ
might predict D PRXVH¶V choices on a trial and to quantify how much information they Ϯϵϱ
contain about the actual pole location, we used a classifier-based approach. Classifiers were Ϯϵϲ
trained to predict mouse choice or pole location based on one or more predictor variables Ϯϵϳ
obtained from (1) the whisker tracking and touch scoring procedures detailed above and (2) Ϯϵϴ
the mouse¶V choice on the previous trial. The predictor variables were:  Ϯϵϵ
-Presence/absence of touch: a binary variable scoring whether or not the whisker touched ϯϬϬ
the pole on a given trial before the mouse choice. ϯϬϭ
-Touch type: a three-valued variable scoring whether the first whisker-pole touch on a trial ϯϬϮ
occurred during retraction or protraction; or, alternatively, if touch was absent.  ϯϬϯ
-ǻț95: a continuous-valued variable measuring bending moment during the first whisker-ϯϬϰ
object touch on a given trial. During touch, a whisker bends.  The curvature (ț) at a given ϯϬϱ
point along the whisker shaft is equal to the sum of the intrinsic curvature of the unbent ϯϬϲ
whisker and a change in curvature (ǻț) due to the whisker-object contact (Solomon and ϯϬϳ
ϭϲ

Hartmann, 2006).  ǻț, at a given point along the whisker shaft, is proportional to the ϯϬϴ
bending moment around the axis normal to the imaging plane through that point (Birdwell ϯϬϵ
et al., 2007; Campagner et al., 2017). ǻț95 is a noise-robust, scalar index of the largest ǻț ϯϭϬ
during the first touch episode of a given trial. For each frame f of the first touch episode, ϯϭϭ
ǻț(f) was computed by subtracting from ț(f) the median curvature in the 6 ms before touch ϯϭϮ
onset. The 5th and 95th percentiles of these ǻț values were calculated and ǻț95 set equal to ϯϭϯ
whichever had greater absolute value. If no touch occurred during the trial, ǻț95 was, by ϯϭϰ
definition, zero.  ϯϭϱ
Choice type: A six-YDOXHGYDULDEOHLQGLFDWLQJERWKWKHPRXVH¶VFKRLFHLQDJLYHQWULDODQGϯϭϲ
whether or not it was correct. ϯϭϳ
Classifiers: training and testing procedure ϯϭϴ
The classifiers used were: PAT classifier (predictor variable was presence/absence of ϯϭϵ
touch), touch type classifier (predictor variable: touch type), ǻț95 classifier (predictor ϯϮϬ
variables: touch type and ǻț95) and previous choice classifier (predictor variable: choice ϯϮϭ
type in the previous trial). ϯϮϮ
To attempt to classify pole location from predictor variables, we used Maximum a ϯϮϯ
Posteriori (MAP) probabilistic classifiers (implemented in Matlab using the function ϯϮϰ
fitcnb). For each mouse, the training/testing data consisted of a vector Y specifying the pole ϯϮϱ
location (y) on each trial and a matrix X specifying the predictor variables on each trial. Y ϯϮϲ
consisted of T rows: each element y was a ternary scalar (k=1,2,3 corresponding to anterior, ϯϮϳ
middle or posterior locations respectively).  X consisted of T rows and R columns: each row ϯϮϴ
specified the value of R predictor variables (x1,x2,…,xR) on a given trial. ϯϮϵ
ϭϳ

As detailed below, we used the training data to estimate, for each trial, ܲሺݕ ൌ ݇ȁݔଵǡ ǥ ǡ ݔோሻ ϯϯϬ
± the posterior probability that pole location was class k, given the predictors: ϯϯϭ
ܲሺݕ ൌ ݇ȁݔଵǡ ǥ ǡ ݔ௉ሻ ൌ
ߨሺݕ ൌ ݇ሻς ܲሺݔ௝ȁݕ ൌ ݇ሻோ௝ୀଵ
σ ߨሺݕ ൌ ݇ሻଷ௞ୀଵ ς ܲሺݔ௝ȁݕ ൌ ݇ሻோ௝ୀଵ
 
Here ʌ(y) is the prior probability of pole location y (determined from relative frequencies ϯϯϮ
within the training set) and P(xj|y) is the probability of predictor xj conditional on pole ϯϯϯ
location.  The R predictors were assumed to be conditionally independent given pole ϯϯϰ
location. For each trial, the pole location predicted by the classifier was set to that with the ϯϯϱ
maximal posterior probability over k. ϯϯϲ
The distributions P(xj|y) for categorical predictors were described by multinomials; those ϯϯϳ
for continuous predictors were approximated as Gaussians. Classifier accuracy did not ϯϯϴ
change when the latter distributions were described non-parametrically.  ϯϯϵ
To avoid overfitting, we used 10-fold cross-validation.  The trials were randomly allocated ϯϰϬ
across folds.  The trials of each fold (10% of the dataset) were used for testing the ϯϰϭ
classifier, with the remainder (90% of the dataset) used for training. Classifier performance ϯϰϮ
was computed after concatenating the prediction outcomes obtained from each of the 10 ϯϰϯ
folds. Classifier chance level, and confidence interval on it, were computed by shuffling the ϯϰϰ
relationship between trial type and mouse choice, and repeating the cross-validation ϯϰϱ
procedure (50 iterations). ϯϰϲ
We used two different metrics to quantify classification performance. µ&ODVVLILHUϯϰϳ
SHUIRUPDQFH¶ was the proportion of trials for which the classifier correctly predicted pole ϯϰϴ
location. µClassifier mouse-choice consistency¶ZDV WKHproportion of trials for which the ϯϰϵ
ϭϴ

classifier made the same choice as the mouse (using the mapping between pole location and ϯϱϬ
correct choice defined above). ϯϱϭ
We also trained classifiers to predict mouse choice instead of pole location. The procedure ϯϱϮ
was as described above, except that y specified mouse choice on each trial (a ternary scalar ϯϱϯ
representing whether the response was lick left, lick right or no lick).  ϯϱϰ
Quantification of perseveration  ϯϱϱ
Probability of perseveration was computed as the proportion of whisker tracked trials in ϯϱϲ
which choice in the current trial was identical to that in the previous trial. Chance levels for ϯϱϳ
probability of perseveration were computed by random shuffling as described above. ϯϱϴ
Experimental design and statistical analyses ϯϱϵ
No statistical methods were used to determine sample size. We did not exclude any animal ϯϲϬ
from the data analysis. Trial types during the behavioural task were randomly determined ϯϲϭ
by a computer program during the experiment. Numbers of iterations of shuffled tests and ϯϲϮ
statistical test types are described in the Results and Material and Methods sections. ϯϲϯ
RESULTS ϯϲϰ
The three-choice object localisation task ϯϲϱ
To investigate active perceptual decision making, our aim was to develop an active touch ϯϲϲ
task which challenges mice to use rich mechanosensory cues whilst allowing the sensory ϯϲϳ
input that guides decisions to be precisely measured trial by trial with millisecond ϯϲϴ
resolution.  To this end, we trained mice to perform a novel, three-choice object localisation ϯϲϵ
task with their whiskers (Fig. 1 A-C). Head-fixed animals were trained to use one whisker ϯϳϬ
ϭϵ

to localise a metal pole in a dark, sound-proofed enclosure under infra-red illumination. On ϯϳϭ
any given trial, the pole was presented in one of three locations (anterior, middle or ϯϳϮ
posterior) along the anterior-posterior axis of the mouse. Mice were trained to associate ϯϳϯ
each pole location with a unique response: lick at left lick-SRUW µOHIW OLFN¶, lick at right ϯϳϰ
lick-SRUWµULJKWOLFN¶RUUHIUDLQIURPOLFNLQJµQROLFN¶; for 2 mice the contingencies were ϯϳϱ
reversed, Materials and Methods). There were, therefore, nine possible trial-choice ϯϳϲ
outcomes, three correct and six incorrect (Fig. 1 B). For clarity, in the rest of the paper, we ϯϳϳ
label each choice according to the pole location for which that choice was correct. For the ϯϳϴ
example in Fig. 1 B, when the pole was presented in the posterior location, the correct ϯϳϵ
choice was right lick - µposterior choice¶.  ϯϴϬ
Mice were first trained to perform the task with all whiskers. The number of whiskers was ϯϴϭ
progressively reduced by trimming XQWLO LQ WKH ILQDO SKDVHRI WUDLQLQJ µIXOO WDVN¶PLFHϯϴϮ
performed the task with only one whisker (Fig. 2 A, dark purple dots). Mice learned the full ϯϴϯ
task in 36 ± 12 days of training (mean ± SD across mice) and performed 179 ± 39 trials per ϯϴϰ
daily session (grand mean across both mice and sessions ± SD of session-means across ϯϴϱ
mice; Fig. 2 A). We expressed DPRXVH¶Vµtask SHUIRUPDQFH¶DVWKHSURSRUWLRQRIWULDOVRQϯϴϲ
which its choice was correct. Mice reached stable task performance of 0.74 ± 0.08 (grand ϯϴϳ
mean ± SD of session-means; Materials and Methods) and the performance of all mice was ϯϴϴ
above chance (Fig. 2 B). To verify that mice were relying on their whiskers to perform the ϯϴϵ
task, we trimmed the whisker of fully trained mice and retested. As expected, task ϯϵϬ
performance dropped significantly (t-test; p = 0.0013; Fig. 2 C-D) from 0.72 ± 0.04 (grand ϯϵϭ
mean ± SD of session-means) pre-trim to 0.36 ± 0.02 post-trim. Post-trim performance was ϯϵϮ
within 95% confidence interval of chance (Fig 2 C-D; Materials and Methods). In sum, ϯϵϯ
ϮϬ





High-speed imaging and whisker tracking ϯϵϴ
The fact that mice localised the pole using only one whisker drastically limits the sensory ϯϵϵ
input available to the mouse to guide its decisions, and makes it feasible to experimentally ϰϬϬ
measure that input on a trial-by-trial basis. To investigate how mice made choices on the ϰϬϭ
task, we used high-speed imaging (1000 frames/s) both to measure whisker movement and ϰϬϮ
to estimate whisker bending during whisker-pole touch (Fig. 1 A right panel and 1 C). Due ϰϬϯ
to the high volume of imaging data (~3x108 frames), we selected for detailed analysis 7.4 ± ϰϬϰ
2.7 sessions per mouse, where the animal was performing the full task with a single ϰϬϱ
whisker. For analyses of these data, we pooled trials across sessions: thus task performance ϰϬϲ
is reported as mean ± SD across mice: the data comprised 761 ± 175 trials per mouse. Task ϰϬϳ
performance in these sessions (0.74 ± 0.05) was consistent with that reported above and ϰϬϴ
was above chance at all three pole locations (posterior 0.77 ± 0.07; middle 0.75 ± 0.06; ϰϬϵ
anterior 0.70 ± 0.06; Fig. 4 A).  ϰϭϬ
We tracked the location and shape of the whisker in every frame of the selected sessions ϰϭϭ
(Materials and Methods). To quantify whisker movement µNLQHPDWLFV¶ZHextracted the ϰϭϮ
angle of the whisker near its base. As a proxy for bending moment, we measured the ϰϭϯ
curvature of the whisker near its base relative to its intrinsic, contact-free value (Fig. 1 A ϰϭϰ
right panel, 1 C, 3 A and B). ϰϭϱ
Ϯϭ

Consistent with previous work on two-choice pole localisation 2¶&RQQRU HW DO Dϰϭϲ
Guo et al., 2014b), we found that mice adopted a stereotyped whisking strategy. At the start ϰϭϳ
of a trial, prior to pole movement, mice whisked little (Fig. 1 A right panel, 1 C, 3 A and 3 ϰϭϴ
B). Shortly after the onset of pole movement, all mice started to whisk (Fig. 3 C). ϰϭϵ
Whisker bending direction and magnitude predict mouse choice ϰϮϬ
To investigate the mechanosensory cues that informed mouse choices, we first applied a ϰϮϭ
touch detection algorithm to the imaging data to register, on each trial, whether or not a ϰϮϮ
mouse touched the pole with its whisker (Materials and Methods), and tested whether the ϰϮϯ
most elementary cue, presence/absence of touch on a given trial (PAT), might be ϰϮϰ
informative.  We found that touches occurred at all pole locations: almost always at both ϰϮϱ
posterior (0.87 ± 0.10) and middle (0.93 ± 0.05) locations; less often (0.46 ± 0.15; t-tests ϰϮϲ
p<0.004) at the anterior location (mean ± SD across mice; Fig 4 B). This suggests that PAT ϰϮϳ
is unlikely to fully differentiate pole location.  To test this quantitatively, we computed the ϰϮϴ
ability of a probabilistic classifier µ3$7FODVVLILHU¶ to predict pole location from PAT only ϰϮϵ
(Materials and Methods). We measured classifier performance, in the same way as mouse ϰϯϬ
performance, as the proportion of trials for which it predicted pole location correctly. We ϰϯϭ
measured classifier-mouse choice consistency (DEEUHYLDWHGWRµFKRLFHFRQVLVWHQF\¶) as the ϰϯϮ
fraction of trials in which mouse and classifier made the same choice.  We found that ϰϯϯ
performance of the PAT classifier (0.53 ± 0.06; mean ± SD across mice) was significantly ϰϯϰ
lower than that of the mice (0.74 ± 0.05; t-test p = 1.8Â10-4) and that choice consistency was ϰϯϱ
mediocre (0.53 ± 0.07; Fig. 4 C), but above chance (red dots in Fig. 4 C, right column; ϰϯϲ
Materials and Methods). These results confirm that this task challenges mice to use sensory ϰϯϳ
cues richer than PAT. ϰϯϴ
ϮϮ

Which additional mechanosensory cues might be guiding mouse choice?  Primary Whisker ϰϯϵ
Neurons (PWNs) are sensitive to the direction of whisker deflection (Gibson and Welker, ϰϰϬ
1983a; Lichtenstein et al., 1990; Bale and Petersen, 2009; Bale et al., 2013; Maravall et al., ϰϰϭ
2013) and have recently been shown to encode both the direction and magnitude of the ϰϰϮ
bending moment associated with whisker-object active contact during behaviour ϰϰϯ
(Campagner et al., 2016; Severson et al., 2017). We wondered whether these cues ± ϰϰϰ
information that is redundant in simpler tasks ± might account for the mice performance.  ϰϰϱ
To test whether bending moment direction might be an informative cue, we first classified ϰϰϲ
each trial according to whether the first whisker-pole touch on the trial occurred during ϰϰϳ
protraction or retraction. Retraction and protraction touches cause bending in opposite ϰϰϴ
directions (Fig 3 A). TKH µWRXFK W\SH¶RQeach trial was scored from the imaging data as ϰϰϵ
either µno touch¶, µSURWUDFWLRQWRXFK¶or µretraction WRXFK¶Fig. 5 A). First touch was a good ϰϱϬ
proxy for subsequent touches on a given trial. 84% of trials had at most three touches; 94% ϰϱϭ
of second touches were of identical type to the first and 98% of third touches of identical ϰϱϮ
type to the second.  ϰϱϯ
We found that touch types differed in frequency at each pole location (Fig. 5 A; one-way ϰϱϰ
ANOVAs, p <10-5). The posterior pole location tended to elicit retraction touch; the middle ϰϱϱ
location protraction touch, and the anterior location no touch or protraction touch. This ϰϱϲ
suggests that mouse whisking strategy was to adjust whisking set point to a position ϰϱϳ
intermediate between the middle and posterior pole locations.  In this way, whisking would ϰϱϴ
tend to cause whisker-pole contact during protraction for the anterior/middle locations and ϰϱϵ
contact during retraction for the posterior location.  These data indicate that direction of ϰϲϬ
touch could potentially be a useful cue. To test this, we used the classifier approach to ϰϲϭ
Ϯϯ

quantify how well pole location on a trial could be predicted from touch type µWRXFKW\SHϰϲϮ
FODVVLILHU¶. We found that the touch type classifier not only performed better than the PAT ϰϲϯ
classifier (0.67 ±0.05 vs 0.53 ± 0.06; t-test, p = 0.0011), but also that its choice consistency ϰϲϰ
was higher (0.63 ± 0.09 vs 0.53 ± 0.07; t-test p = 0.0066; Fig. 5 B), although to variable ϰϲϱ
extent across mice (Fig 5 E). However, the touch type classifier performed significantly ϰϲϲ
worse than the mice (0.74 ±0.05; t-WHVWS Â-4). Thus, touch type is informative, but ϰϲϳ
not sufficient, to account fully for mouse performance. ϰϲϴ
We considered the possibility that mice might be able to use a continuous readout of ϰϲϵ
bending moment as a cue. When a whisker strikes an object, it bends and its curvature ϰϳϬ
changes. We computed a simple index sensitive to bending moment magnitude during first ϰϳϭ
touch, termed ǻț95 (Materials and Methods).  ǻț95 is a robust measure of the most extreme ϰϳϮ
value of curvature change (ǻț) during a given touch. ǻț95 was variable, but depended ϰϳϯ
systematically on pole location (Fig. 3 A, 5 C).  Protraction touch was typically associated ϰϳϰ
with positive ǻț95 (t-test, p = Â-5), retraction touch with negative ǻț95 (p = 0.0043).  For ϰϳϱ
each mouse, for retraction and protraction touches, magnitude of ǻț95 was dependent on ϰϳϲ
pole location (two-way ANOVAs, p<10-8). These data suggest that bending moment ϰϳϳ
magnitude is a potential cue to pole location.  To test whether ǻț95 might permit improved ϰϳϴ
task performance compared to touch type alone, we again used the classifier approach. We ϰϳϵ
trained a classifier given input of both ǻț95 and touch type to predict pole location ϰϴϬ
(Materials and Methods). This classifier performed as well as the mice (0.72 ± 0.03 vs 0.74 ϰϴϭ
± 0.05 respectively; t-test, p = 0.21) and, overall, significantly better than the touch type ϰϴϮ
classifier (Fig. 5 D; t-test, p = 0.038). Choice consistency for the ǻț95 ±touch type classifier ϰϴϯ
was 0.66 ± 0.05 (mean ± SD across mice), but variable across mice (Fig. 5 E). For the three ϰϴϰ
mice where consistency between mouse choice and the touch type classifier was highest, ϰϴϱ
Ϯϰ

the ǻț95- touch type classifier failed to increase choice consistency. In contrast, for the two ϰϴϲ
mice where consistency between mouse choice and touch type classifier was lowest, the ϰϴϳ
ǻț95- touch type classifier increased choice consistency. Choice consistency for the ǻț95 ± ϰϴϴ
touch type classifier was higher than that of the ǻț95 classifier (t-test p = 0.0025). These ϰϴϵ
findings indicate that bending moment strength and direction ± quantities that PWNs are ϰϵϬ
known to encode ± can account for the ability of mice to perform the task substantially ϰϵϭ
more accurately than a strategy based purely on presence/absence of touch. The findings ϰϵϮ
also indicate that individual mice differ in the exact weight that different mechanical ϰϵϯ
variables have in their decisions. ϰϵϰ
 ϰϵϱ
Choices on previous trials predict performance on error trials ϰϵϲ
The analysis above considered both trials where WKHPRXVHFKRVHFRUUHFWO\µFRUUHFWWULDOV¶ϰϵϳ
DQG WKRVH ZKHUH LW FKRVH LQFRUUHFWO\ µHUURU WULDOV¶.  To get further insight into mouse ϰϵϴ
decision making, we selectively investigated errors (Fig. 1 B). One possibility is that errors ϰϵϵ
might be driven by current sensory input ± for example, due to an unusual touch on a ϱϬϬ
particular trial. Alternatively, errors might be driven by memory of outcomes on previous ϱϬϭ
trials (Kiyonaga et al., 2017; Akrami et al., 2018). We asked how well the best of the ϱϬϮ
classifiers considered above (that with both touch type and ǻț95 as inputs) could predict ϱϬϯ
mouse choice on error trials.  Consistent with the data reported above, this classifier was ϱϬϰ
accurate on correct trials (0.77 ± 0.03). In contrast, the classifier was remarkably inaccurate ϱϬϱ
on error trials: on average, choice consistency on error trials was significantly lower than ϱϬϲ
that on correct trials (0.35 ± 0.1 vs 0.77 ± 0.03; t-test p = 4Â10-4) and for only one mouse ϱϬϳ
Ϯϱ

was it above chance (Fig. 5 D). This suggests that there might be an important non-sensory ϱϬϴ
contribution to choices on error trials.  ϱϬϵ
To test for a possible contribution to choice from previous trial outcomes, we first ϱϭϬ
examined the time sequence of mouse choices. We found that mice showed a strong ϱϭϭ
tendency to make the same choice on consecutive trials; that is, to perseverate (Fig. 6 A - ϱϭϮ
B). The probability of perseveration on error trials (0.63 ± 0.02) was substantially above ϱϭϯ
chance for all individual mice and significantly greater than that on correct trials (0.63 ± ϱϭϰ
0.02 vs 0.36 ± 0.02; t-test, S Â-5).  Perseveration was not simply a consequence of ϱϭϱ
response bias since those mice for which the three choice types were statistically equally ϱϭϲ
OLNHO\ Ȥ2 test, p>0.26), still showed significant perseveration. The most common ϱϭϳ
perseverating behaviour leading to error, was that, when a mouse got a trial correct, it ϱϭϴ
tended to repeat the successful choice on the next trial (Fig. 6 D).   Indeed, when tested on ϱϭϵ
error trials, a classifier trained to predict choice based on that in the previous trial was ϱϮϬ
substantially more accurate than a classifier trained to predict choice based on sensory input ϱϮϭ
(0.58 ± 0.08 vs 0.35 ± 0.1; t-test p = 0.0076; Fig 6 C).  In contrast, when tested on correct ϱϮϮ
trials, the choice-based  classifier was less accurate (0.41 ± 0.03 vs 0.77 ± 0.04; t-test p = ϱϮϯ
Â-5; Fig 6 C).  Taken together, these results indicate that two competing mechanisms ϱϮϰ
governed mouse decision-making during the task, driven by choice-memory and current ϱϮϱ





When making perceptual decisions under natural conditions, animals move their sense ϱϮϵ
organs µDFWLYH VHQVDWLRQ¶. We developed a new active sensation task which challenges ϱϯϬ
mice to use multiple mechanosensory cues, whilst allowing the sensory input that drives ϱϯϭ
decisions to be measured at millisecond resolution. In this three-choice task, mice use a ϱϯϮ
single whisker to localise a pole.  We found that competing sensory and internal processes ϱϯϯ
influenced decision making, and identified both mechanosensory and choice-memory ϱϯϰ
signals that accurately predicted mouse choice. ϱϯϱ
A new task for investigation of active perceptual decision making ϱϯϲ
Our study builds on previous work which developed whisker-based object localisation in ϱϯϳ
head-fixed mice, along with a mechanics framework and experimental methods for ϱϯϴ
estimating the mechanical forces associated with whisker-pole interaction (Birdwell et al., ϱϯϵ
2¶&RQQRUHWDOD&ODFNHWDO3DPPHUHWDO&DPSDJQHUHWDOϱϰϬ
2016, 2017).  Our task is novel compared to previous rodent object localisation tasks in that ϱϰϭ
it is a three-choice task.  The task maintains the ability to estimate whisker mechanical ϱϰϮ
forces, but requires animals to use multiple mechanosensory cues, including the direction of ϱϰϯ
bending moment.  ϱϰϰ
Mechanosensory basis of active touch ϱϰϱ
We found that correct choices could be predicted with high accuracy from the direction and ϱϰϲ
magnitude of whisker bending. Neurons throughout the whisker system are sensitive to the ϱϰϳ
direction of passive whisker deflection (Gibson and Welker, 1983a; Simons and Carvell, ϱϰϴ
1989; Lichtenstein et al., 1990; Bale and Petersen, 2009; Maravall et al., 2013).  During ϱϰϵ
active whisker-object contact, the activity of PWNs primarily reflects bending moment: ϱϱϬ
Ϯϳ

torque generated as contraction of the whisking muscles cause the whiskers to bend against ϱϱϭ
the object (Campagner et al., 2016; Severson et al., 2017; Bush et al., 2016; reviewed by ϱϱϮ
Campagner et al., 2017).  PWNs robustly encode both the direction and magnitude of ϱϱϯ
bending and transmit this information along the ascending thalamo-cortical pathway (Yu et ϱϱϰ
DO2¶&RQQRUHWDOE+XEHUHWDO3HWUHDQXHWDO;XHWDOϱϱϱ
2012; Hires et al., 2015; Moore et al., 2015; Peron et al., 2015b; Gutnisky et al., 2017).  A ϱϱϲ
wide range of PWN properties (Zucker and Welker, 1969; Gibson and Welker, 1983b; ϱϱϳ
Lichtenstein et al., 1990; Szwed et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2004; Arabzadeh et al., 2005; ϱϱϴ
Leiser and Moxon, 2007; Bale and Petersen, 2009; Lottem and Azouz, 2011; Bale et al., ϱϱϵ
2013; Maravall et al., 2013) can be concisely explained by this framework (Campagner et ϱϲϬ
al., 2017). Thus, the cues we found to predict choices are consistent with physiological ϱϲϭ
properties of somatosensory neurons. They are also consistent with biomechanical ϱϲϮ
modelling studies (Yang and Hartmann, 2016; Huet et al., 2017). ϱϲϯ
Sensing of bending moment provides a simple account for how rodents solve a number of ϱϲϰ
whisker-dependent tasks.  Mice solve two-choice, anterior-posterior pole localisation tasks ϱϲϱ
by a selective whisking strategy. The strength and number of touches is sufficient to guide ϱϲϲ
to pole location (Introduction; 2¶&RQQRU HW DO D.  In our three-choice task, mice ϱϲϳ
whisked in such a way that they contacted the pole at all three locations.  Mice solved the ϱϲϴ
task by focussing their whisking at a location intermediate between the anterior and ϱϲϵ
posterior pole locations.  In this way, on trials where the pole was located anterior/middle, ϱϳϬ
touch typically occurred during the forward (protraction) phase of whisking whereas, on ϱϳϭ
trials where the pole was posterior, touch typically occurred during the backward ϱϳϮ
(retraction) phase. Thus, direction of bending was informative about pole location.  In ϱϳϯ
addition, touches at the anterior location, when they occurred at all, were weaker (bending ϱϳϰ
Ϯϴ

magnitude was lower) than those at the posterior/middle locations, so that bending ϱϳϱ
magnitude was also informative about pole location. In addition to object localisation, ϱϳϲ
sensing of bending moment also accounts for wall-following behaviours (Sofroniew et al., ϱϳϳ
2014).  Sensing of bending moment may also permit whisker-based inference of object ϱϳϴ
shape (Solomon and Hartmann, 2006) and of the spatial structure of the environment (Fox ϱϳϵ
et al., 2012; Pearson et al., 2013). Some active touch tasks may require multidimensional ϱϴϬ
mechanosensory signals ± for example, axial force in combination with bending moment ϱϴϭ
(Bagdasarian et al., 2013; Pammer et al., 2013).  The role of bending moment in texture ϱϴϮ
discrimination tasks, which have mainly been analysed in terms of stick-slip events (Wolfe ϱϴϯ
et al., 2008), requires further research: dynamic signals, such as rate of change of bending ϱϴϰ
moment, may be important here. Overall, bending moment sensing provides both a ϱϴϱ
paradigm for future investigation of neural algorithms of active touch and an inspiration for ϱϴϲ
further development of tactile robotics. ϱϴϳ
Competing contributions to perceptual decision-making from sensory input and ϱϴϴ
choice-memory ϱϴϵ
We found that correct choices were predicted from immediate sensory information with no ϱϵϬ
detectable effect of previous choices, whereas incorrect choices were predicted from ϱϵϭ
previous choice with no detectable effect of immediate sensory information.  Choice-ϱϵϮ
history-dependence is consistent with previous studies of other sensory systems, but has not ϱϵϯ
previously been reported in the tactile domain (Busse et al., 2011; Fassihi et al., 2014b; ϱϵϰ
Marcos and Harvey, 2016; Hwang et al., 2017; Kiyonaga et al., 2017; Akrami et al., 2018).  ϱϵϱ
This double dissociation suggests two distinct neural systems competing to influence ϱϵϲ
decisions: one driven by immediate sensory information; the other driven by memory of ϱϵϳ
Ϯϵ

previous choices.  Although a choice-memory-guided system might improve performance ϱϵϴ
in a task where the sequence of trials is predictable, when, as in our task, the sequence is ϱϵϵ
random, history-dependence leads to errors, whilst correct choices necessarily depend ϲϬϬ
entirely on immediate sensory information (Kiyonaga et al., 2017; Akrami et al., 2018).  ϲϬϭ
The sensory-guided system is likely to involve the ascending sensory pathway through the ϲϬϮ
primary somatosensory cortex (S1).  S1 neurons respond robustly to both magnitude and ϲϬϯ
direction of whisker bending 2¶&RQQRU HW DO E +LUHV HW DO  3HURQ HW DOϲϬϰ
2015b; Yu et al., 2016; Kwon et al., 2017; Martini et al., 2017) and inactivation of S1 ϲϬϱ
impedes correct choices on active whisking tasks, including pole localisation 2¶&RQQRUHWϲϬϲ
al., 2010a; Guo et al., 2014a) and wall following (Sofroniew et al., 2015). The choice-ϲϬϳ
memory-guided system may involve a widely distributed circuit (Hanks and Summerfield, ϲϬϴ
2017), with recent research pointing to a particular role for posterior parietal cortex ϲϬϵ
(Raposo et al., 2014; Akrami et al., 2018).  ϲϭϬ
In summary, we have developed a new, tactile object localisation task that permits high ϲϭϭ
resolution measurement of the mechanosensory input that drives perceptual decisions.  The ϲϭϮ
task has shed new light both on the mechanical mechanisms of active touch and on how ϲϭϯ
sensory input and choice-memory interact to influence decisions.  In future studies, the task ϲϭϰ
can be combined with cellular-resolution measurement of neural activity, and may serve as ϲϭϱ
a useful tool for investigating how competing sensory and internal neural mechanisms ϲϭϲ
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Figure 1. The three-choice object localisation task  ϴϲϯ
A. Left: Schematic of the experimental preparation, showing the three pole locations ϴϲϰ
(circles) and the two lick ports. Both lick ports and pole location are colour coded ϴϲϱ
consistently with panel B. Whisker movements and whisker-pole interactions were filmed ϴϲϲ
with a high-speed camera (1000 frame/s). Right: Schematic of a correct go trial to illustrate ϴϲϳ
the trial structure (coloured bars, defined in Materials and Methods). Whisker angle, ϴϲϴ
whisker curvature and whisker-pole touches were extracted from the high-speed video. ϴϲϵ
Mouse choice was monitored by measuring the time of first lick. ϴϳϬ
B. Trial-choice outcomes and how they were rewarded/punished.  ϴϳϭ
C. Mouse behaviour during an example experimental session. Whisker angle (left) and ϴϳϮ
whisker curvature (right) for each whisker tracked trial (Material and Methods). In the top ϴϳϯ
panels, trials are sorted according to chronological order during the session. In the bottom ϴϳϰ
panels, trials are sorted first by pole location, and, within each pole location, by mouse ϴϳϱ
choice.  ϴϳϲ
  ϴϳϳ
Figure 2. The three-choice object localisation task is whisker-dependent. ϴϳϴ
A.Top: Task performance of mouse 33 during the course of training. The mouse was ϴϳϵ
initially trained with all its whiskers intact. The whiskers were progressively trimmed to ϴϴϬ
one whisker and, finally, as a control, to none. Coloured lines indicate the protocol the ϴϴϭ
ϯϴ

mouse was trained on each day: lick (Cyan), go ± no go (red), lick left - lick right (green), ϴϴϮ
lick left - lick right ± no lick (gold) protocol (protocols detailed in Materials and Methods). ϴϴϯ
When cyan and red lines overlap, it indicates that the protocol was switched to go ± no go ϴϴϰ
protocol during the same behavioural session. Bottom: Total number of trials performed ϴϴϱ
each day.  ϴϴϲ
B. Stable performance for each mouse during AB trials of the full task with single whisker.  ϴϴϳ
Stable sessions selected as detailed in Materials and Methods. Purple dots show ϴϴϴ
performance in each session; large black dots and black error bars show mean and SD ϴϴϵ
across selected sessions respectively.  Gray dots and gray error bars show chance ϴϵϬ
performance and 95% confidence interval on chance respectively.  ϴϵϭ
C. Task performance during AB trials in the 5 sessions before (purple) and 2-3 sessions ϴϵϮ
after (black) whisker trimming, for each of 5 whisker trimming tests.  ϴϵϯ
D. Grand mean task performance on sessions before (dark purple) and after (black) ϴϵϰ
whisking trimming. Error bars: SD .* t-test p = 0.0013 . Dotted lines: average chance range ϴϵϱ









Figure 3. Whisking kinematics and bending during the task. ϵϬϯ
A. Example trajectories of whisker angle and whisker curvature for posterior (left panels), ϵϬϰ
middle (middle panels) and anterior (right panels) pole locations in two mice (top and ϵϬϱ
bottom panels). ϵϬϲ
B. Whisking amplitude in 200 whisker tracked trials (Materials and Methods) for an ϵϬϳ
example mouse, relative to onset of pole movement (vertical broken line).  ϵϬϴ
C. Mean (thick line) + SD (thin line) whisking amplitude across whisker tracked trials of ϵϬϵ
each mouse. Whisking amplitude significantly increased after pole onset (200ms interval ϵϭϬ
before and after pole onset; t-WHVWS Â-4Ϳ͘ ϵϭϭ
 ϵϭϮ
Figure 4. Presence/absence of touch (PAT) cannot account for mouse choice ϵϭϯ
A. Probability of correct choice as a function of pole location, for each mouse (gray lines). ϵϭϰ
Empty circles and error bars show mean and SD across mice.  Red dots indicate that ϵϭϱ
performance of a given mouse was outside 95% confidence interval on chance (5000 ϵϭϲ
shufflings). ϵϭϳ
B. Probability of touch as a function of pole location. Gray lines indicate individual mice. ϵϭϴ
Empty circles and error bars: mean and SD across mice.  ϵϭϵ
C. Task performance of mouse and PAT classifier along with choice consistency. Red dots ϵϮϬ
indicate that the classifier/mouse performance or choice consistency was significantly ϵϮϭ




 Figure 5. Whisker bending magnitude and direction account for mouse choice ϵϮϰ
A. Probability of each touch type as a function of pole location: mean and SD across mice.  ϵϮϱ
B. Performance of touch-based classifiers compared to mice. Red dots indicate that ϵϮϲ
corresponding classifier/mouse performance or choice consistency was significantly greater ϵϮϳ
than chance for the given mouse. Orange circles show mean classifier performance and ϵϮϴ
choice consistency of the PAT classifier (same data as Fig. 4 C).  Error bars: SD. *:  t-test, ϵϮϵ
S ϵϯϬ
C.  Mean ǻț95 of each touch type as a function of pole location for all mice. Error bars: ϵϯϭ
SEM. ϵϯϮ
D. Performance of touch and bending based classifiers compared to mice. Red dots indicate ϵϯϯ
that corresponding classifier /mouse performance or choice consistency was significantly ϵϯϰ
greater than chance for that mouse. Light blue show mean classifier performance and ϵϯϱ
choice consistency of the touch type classifier (same data as Fig. 5 B).  Error bars: SD. *:  t-ϵϯϲ
WHVWS ϵϯϳ








Figure 6. Previous choice predicts error trials ϵϰϰ
A. Sequence of 31 consecutive trials performed by an example mouse. Red, blue and gray ϵϰϱ
rectangles indicate trials in which the pole location was anterior, middle or posterior (the ϵϰϲ
top row), or in which the mouse made a posterior, middle or anterior choice (bottom row). ϵϰϳ
Triangles indicate error trials, dark red triangle indicate error trials in which the choices in ϵϰϴ
the previous and current trial were identical (i.e. the mouse perseverated).  ϵϰϵ
B. Probability of perseveration for each mouse (gray lines) under different conditions: ϵϱϬ
considering all trials (left), correct trials only (middle) or error trials only (right). Dark ϵϱϭ
green line indicates example mouse in panel A. Black circles: mean, black error bar: SD ϵϱϮ
across mice. *: t-WHVWS(Bonferroni correction, n = 3). Gray bars indicate chance ϵϱϯ
interval (10000 shuffling, 95% confidence interval). ϵϱϰ
C. Performance of classifiers predicting mouse choice correct trials only (left) and error ϵϱϱ
trials only (right). Blue and yellow circles indicate PHDQ YDOXHV IRU ǻț95 - touch type ϵϱϲ
classifier, and previous choice classifier respectively. Small dots are single mice values. ϵϱϳ
Red indicates that the classifier performance value for the mouse was above chance. Error ϵϱϴ
bar are SD across mice. *: t-test, S.05.  ϵϱϵ
D. Probability of perseveration during error trials depending on whether the previous trial ϵϲϬ
was a correct trial or an error trial. *: t-test, S Â-4. Black error bars indicate chance ϵϲϭ
intervals of each mouse (10000 shufflings, 95% confidence interval). ϵϲϮ
 ϵϲϯ
 ϵϲϰ
 ϵϲϱ






